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13.1 Introduction 

Nowadays the feld of electronics, in particular the fabrication 

of integrated circuits, micro- and nanodevices, is dominated 

by various microfabrication processes, in particular by lithog-

raphy technologies. These technologies are used to fabricate 

different-sized patterns, from the nanoscale, i.e. from few 

nanometres, to the mesoscale, i.e. micrometres to millimetres, 

which ultimately may be arranged in various architectures to 

create complex structures. 

Depending on the fabrication technology source type, i.e. 

applications envisioned, the majority of the lithography tech-

niques fall into two categories: techniques that require masks 

or moulds (such as photolithography, [1] soft lithography [2], 

and nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [3]) and direct write tech-

niques (such as electron beam and focused ion beam lithog-

raphy [4,5], scanning probe lithography [6], screen printing, 

inkjet printing) or laser direct write techniques (such as laser-

induced forward transfer (LIFT)) [7]. 

The use of laser direct writing methods, in particular LIFT 

for printing various materials and its ability to integrate dis-

similar materials into devices, is the fulcrum of this chapter. 

Therefore, frst, we will briefy introduce the conventional 

printing techniques, showing their advantages and limitations, 

followed by a brief history of the laser direct writing methods, 

i.e. LIFT, ultimately showing few examples of its variations 

and some of the most successful applications. 

Photolithography is the main technique used in industry for 

pattern transfer and microdevice fabrication. Depending on 

the working principle, photolithography may be divided into 

contact, proximity, and projection lithography. Contact and 

proximity photolithography relies on the exposure of a poly-

mer, i.e. a photoresist to UV light, through a photomask which 

allows the defnition of the desired pattern. Photolithography 

is a multistep process – i.e. frstly, a thin flm of photoresist 

is coated onto a substrate, and then the photomask with the 

desired pattern is positioned above the photoresist (in con-

tact, close proximity, or projection). The photoresist that is 

not covered by the photomask is illuminated with UV light 

and becomes soluble or insoluble, and the photoresist that is 

covered by the photomask may be removed (or remains) in a 

subsequent dissolving step. 

Projection photolithography is a technique in which a sys-

tem of optical lenses is used which focus the UV light onto the 

photoresist, thus allowing the reduction of the patterns to few 

nanometres [8]. 

Soft lithography is a class of techniques applied for rapid 

prototyping micro- and nanoscale structures and devices. 

There is a large number of techniques, e.g. microcontact print-

ing [9], replica moulding [10], microtransfer moulding [11], 

and nanotransfer printing [12], just to name a few, which fall 

into the soft lithography category. All these techniques are 

basically based on printing, moulding, and embossing with an 

elastomeric stamp. 

Similar to soft lithography, NIL utilizes a stamp, mould, 

master, template, or shim to physically deform a polymer for 

nanoscale patterning [13]. In order to achieve high throughput 

and high resolution at a relatively low cost, nowadays different 

versions of NIL, i.e. thermal wafer-scale NIL, UV wafer-scale 

NIL, UV step, and repeat NIL and roll-to-roll printing, have 

emerged. 

Electron beam and focused ion beam lithography comple-

ment the main fabrication techniques for nanoscale patterns. 

These techniques use either an electron beam or a focused ion 

beam (e.g. gallium ions) to scan the surface of a sample. The 

high resolution of the techniques, i.e. 2–20 nm, makes them 

appealing for applications in microelectromechanical systems 

(MEMS) or protein engineering. 

Scanning probe lithography utilizes a sharp scanning 

probe (most of the techniques use the tip of an atomic force 
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microscope (AFM)) to heat, scratch, oxidize, or transfer mate-

rial to a surface for patterning nanoscale features [14]. The 

most common of the scanning probe lithography methods is 

the dip-pen nanolithography technique, which relies on coat-

ing the probe of an AFM with the material to be transferred, 

i.e. ink, polymer,  and upon contact with a surface, deposits  

the material. This approach is used in a variety of applications, 

including surface assembly, nanoelectronics, and cell–surface 

interactions [15]. 

These techniques, although allowing patterning with ultra-

high resolution, i.e. down to few nanometres, are limited in 

industrial applications, for mass production. In contrast, direct 

write techniques such as screen printing and inkjet printing 

are widely used for mass production; however, their lateral 

resolution lies in the micrometre range, e.g. around 70 μm in 

the case of screen printing. 

Screen printing is a low-cost technique in which a paste or 

a precursor of the material to be transferred is applied onto 

a steel mesh (i.e. the screen) which is pre-patterned with the 

desired feature. The paste or precursor is pressed with force 

through the screen, thus transferring the pattern onto the sub-

strate. This technique has the advantage that thick layers can 

be realized. 

To date, inkjet printing is the most popular printing technol-

ogy. This technique relies on the production of droplets con-

taining the material of interest, which are propelled through a 

nozzle onto a substrate. Depending on the mechanism of trans-

fer, there are two categories of inkjet printing technologies: 

continuous inkjet and drop-on-demand. Continuous inkjet 

printing is based on the continuous generation of droplets, 

which makes it a rather wasteful process and thus is not widely 

used. In contrast, drop-on-demand inkjet printing is simpler 

than continuous inkjet printing, and droplets are ejected on 

demand. 

Despite the advancements in classical printing technolo-

gies, there are still many challenges to surmount. For example, 

most of these techniques are not fexible as they use cylinder, 

masks, and screens. In addition, the use of solvents is also an 

issue for applications which require the fabrication of multi-

layers. Finally, there is a stringent need for new materials with 

tailored properties, and alternative sintering and curing tech-

niques so that heat addition to the printed fexible substrates 

can be kept minimal. 

Since the invention of the frst laser in 1960, laser-based 

techniques and related applications have developed rapidly. 

Nowadays, lasers are standard tools in different felds, i.e. 

in industrial processes like cutting or welding, in medicine 

for eye surgeries, or tattoo removals. Moreover, recently, the 

laser-based techniques used in microfabrication and micro-

structuring applications [16] are close to the transition from 

the research laboratories to industry. 

One of the laser-based techniques used for microfabrication 

applications, which has drawn a lot of attention over the years, 

is laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT). LIFT is a direct write 

method, initially developed for the graphics industry, to write 

inks to glass substrates [17,18]. In 1986, Bohandy et al. were 

the frst to use LIFT to transfer Cu metal flms from a quartz 

substrate with an excimer laser working at 193 nm, frst in vac-

uum and one year later in air [19]. 

The basic principle of LIFT is rather simple; i.e., the mate-

rial to be printed is spread as a thin flm (named the donor 

flm) onto a substrate which is transparent to the laser radia-

tion (also known as the donor substrate). The laser beam is 

either focused or imaged through the donor substrate onto the 

donor flm (see Figure 13.1a). Each laser pulse interacts with 

the donor flm material, and with a high enough laser energy 

per pulse, the material is delaminated from the donor substrate 

and is transferred onto the receiver substrate placed parallel 

and in close proximity to the donor. The shape and dimension 

of the transferred material is determined by the shape of the 

laser beam. The entire donor–receiver system is placed onto a 

xyz stage, thus allowing the transfer of arbitrary patterns onto 

the receiver substrate. In addition, another advantage of LIFT 

is that the process is carried out in air and at ambient tempera-

ture, without any additional photolithography step. 

Conventional LIFT, i.e. with the material to transfer directly 

deposited onto a transparent donor support, works well for 

inorganic materials such as metals or ceramics, e.g. Al2O3 

[20]. However, soft materials, e.g. polymers, proteins, cells, 

and tissues, or more complex materials such as superconduc-

tors can be transferred using different variations of LIFT, in 

which an additional layer is added to the donor system between 

the material to transfer and the transparent support. This is 

due to the fact that soft materials may be damaged by the laser 

beam during transfer due to thermal or photochemical decom-

position. In addition, an interlayer that absorbs the laser radia-

tion is needed in case of none or weakly absorbing materials, 

where standard LIFT proves to be diffcult. Therefore, in the 

literature, there are various reports on LIFT with an additional 

light-absorbing layer. This layer, on the one hand, absorbs the 

laser radiation and at the same time shields the material of 

interest from the laser light. Various names have been given 

to LIFT with an interlayer between the material to transfer  

and the transparent support, e.g. blister actuated LIFT [21], 

dynamic release layer (DRL) LIFT [22], and absorbing flm-

assisted (AFA) LIFT [23], just to name a few. A sketch of LIFT 

with an interlayer in the donor system is shown in Figure 13.1b. 

13.1.1 LIFT with a Sacrificial Layer 

The frst LIFT experiments using an additional interlayer were 

carried out in 1993 [24]. The authors of the study used an alu-

minium thin flm as an interlayer, which they named light-to-

heat conversion layer due to the transfer mechanism which was 

purely thermal [25]. Later studies showed the successful trans-

fer of different materials with metal interlayers, also known 

as sacrifcial layers. The basic principle relies on superheating 

the metal interlayer with the laser beam, generating a plasma 

which expands, and thus, the material on top is ejected. 

Another variation of LIFT is using polymer thin flms as a 

sacrifcial layer. One class of polymers used as DRL or sacri-

fcial layers is represented by photodegradable polymers, e.g. 

polymers that incorporate the triazene unit into the backbone. 

The chemical structure of the triazene polymers is shown in 

Figure 13.2. 

In the case of the TP used as a DRL, the photons break 

specifc chemical bonds and thus decompose the polymer 

completely into gaseous products initiating the forward  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

151 Laser-Induced Forward Transfer 

FIGURE 13.1 The basic principle of LIFT (of solid thin flms). (a) The laser is focused at the interface transparent donor substrate – material to be 

transferred. The material is heated by the laser light, and due to the heat expansion, a flyer is ejected. (b) The laser is focused at the interface transpar-

ent donor substrate – sacrifcial layer. The sacrifcial layer absorbs the laser radiation, at the same time shielding the material of interest from the laser 

light, and transfers the material on top onto the nearby receiver substrate. 

FIGURE 13.2 Chemical structure of the triazene polymer used as a DRL in most of the LIFT experiments. 

transfer of the material of interest. One of the advantages of 

the TP is the fact that they absorb and decompose between 

150 and 360 nm, making them well suited for irradiation with 

different wavelengths of laser [26]. Two absorption maxima 

can be distinguished in the UV-VIS absorption spectrum 

of a typical triazene polymer thin flm, one around 200 nm 

which can be assigned to the aromatic system and one around 

330 nm which corresponds to the triazene unit, as shown in 

Figure 13.3 [27]. 

Adjusting the TP thickness to achieve a well-defned trans-

fer made it possible to transfer a wide range of materials and 

functional devices, from polymers for sensors [28], biomate-

rials [29], cells in a polymer matrix [30], and organic light-

emitting diodes (OLEDs) [31]. 

Following the works on LIFT with an intermediate layer, a 

new approach was developed, based on chemically unstable 

materials that decompose upon absorption of UV radiation.  

This technique was named reactive LIFT [32], and it was 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

152 Handbook of Laser Technology and Applications 

FIGURE 13.3 UV-VIS spectra of the triazene polymer thin flm spin-

coated onto a fused silica plate. 

used for the transfer of metal oxide semiconductor materi-

als aiming at sensor applications [33]. Tin oxide was trans-

ferred by an irradiation of a metal complex precursor material, 

i.e. acetylacetonate SnCl2(acac)2, with a 308 nm laser beam. 

Upon irradiation, the SnCl2(acac)2 acts as a DRL and partially 

decomposes to SnO2. These materials are particularly appeal-

ing due to fact that they are cheap, have low deposition temper-

atures, are ideal for implementation onto fexible substrates, 

and present an excellent potential for scaling-up. 

13.1.2 LIFT of Liquids 

The implementation of LIFT that can compete on an equal 

basis with the more conventional direct writing techniques 

is expected to advance the state of the art within the felds 

of microelectronics for the fabrication of devices (sensors or 

OLEDs) and also biology for microarray fabrication or tis-

sue engineering. The possibility of LIFT to print directly not 

only solid materials but also fuids from thin liquid flms can 

direct the future industrial implementation of the technique 

as a realistic goal. In addition to this, in this section we will 

show that with LIFT, it is possible to print liquid materials 

with a resolution in the order of one or several micrometer(s). 

Thus, with liquid-phase LIFT, it is possible to obtain com-

parable levels of integration to the usual photolithography, 

with consequent advantages in terms of speed and fexibility. 

While the latter is at a higher stage of development, LIFT has 

signifcant advantages for the fabrication of microarrays: no 

problems related to printing head (nozzle) clogging or tips  

cleaning, only minor limitations on the rheological proper-

ties of solutions to deposit, and the ability to work with lower 

sample volumes. 

Demonstrations of LIFT using liquid donor flms with dif-

ferent DRLs are reported in the literature. A large number of 

functional materials have been transferred by LIFT aiming 

at applications in chemical sensors [34], biosensors, or tissue 

engineering, e.g. proteins [35,36], DNA [37], cells [30], and 

even tissue [38]. 

In addition to the works presented above, studies on the 

ejection mechanism in the case of LIFT of liquids have been 

carried out and a completely different behaviour to the case 

of solids has been found. The principle of LIFT for material 

transfer in a liquid phase is shown in Figure 13.4a. In the case 

of LIFT of liquids, both with polymers and with metal DRL 

layers, the transfer mechanism is dominated by the formation 

of long needle-like jets (see Figure 13.4b), which upon con-

tact with the receiver substrate form sessile droplets. Liquid-

phase LIFT is driven by the formation and expansion of a 

high-pressure vapour bubble. This bubble is attributed to the 

plasma formed after laser ablation of the metal DRL layer. The 

bubble expansion process can result in three different situa-

tions depending on the applied laser fuence. At low fuences, 

a needle-like jet is developed; however, this jet has not enough 

energy to overcome the surface tension forces, and thus, the 

jet does not reach the receptor and no material is transferred. 

At intermediate fuences, the same jet is formed, but in this 

case, it advances at a constant velocity while getting thinner. 

At high fuences, the bubble expansion is so violent that it over-

comes the surface tension, resulting in bubble bursting. This is 

a situation which generates splashing on the receptor substrate 

[39,40]. A series of time-resolved images of liquid jets is pre-

sented in Figure 13.4b. 

Conventional LIFT for liquids has emerged over the last 

years as a powerful technique for printing a wide class of 

biomaterials in particular for the fabrication of microar-

rays (see Figure 13.4c), being an interesting alternative to 

other printing techniques, since it is free from the clogging 

problems characteristic of inkjet printing, and also from the 

contamination issues usually associated with the incorrect 

cleaning of pins in dip-pen printing. In addition, LIFT allows 

achieving higher degrees of resolution. However, it presents 

the drawback of requiring the preparation of the liquid to be 

printed in thin flm form, which limits its possibilities towards 

industrialization. 

In the studies reported in Ref. [41] a new idea for a laser-

based technique allowing the direct printing of biological 

solutions without the need for preparing the liquid in thin flm 

form has been developed. Thus, the main drawback of con-

ventional liquid LIFT can be overcome. The new technique 

allows a signifcant improvement in micropatterning in terms 

of control, reproducibility, and resolution. 

The operating principle of this new technique relies on 

strongly focusing a femtosecond pulsed laser beam inside the 

liquid to be printed just below the free surface, so that the laser 

pulse energy is absorbed in a tiny volume around the focal 

point. This generates a cavitation bubble that projects a small 

fraction of the liquid beyond the free surface, and the liquid 

is deposited on a substrate as a printed droplet. The displace-

ment of the substrate with respect to the free surface allows 

the realization of micropatterns. In order to obtain the proper 

absorption, two conditions are mandatory: (i) The liquid must 

be either transparent to or weakly absorbing of the laser radia-

tion; otherwise, the absorption would take place right at the 

surface and not below. This condition is fulflled by almost 

any biomolecule solution. (ii) The laser beam must be tightly 

focused, so that absorption occurs in the beam waist and not in 

the rest of the beam path. 
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FIGURE 13.4 (a) The principle of LIFT (the material of transfer is in the form of a liquid layer). (b) Time-resolved images of TP-LIFT. The laser used 

for irradiation is the XeCl (308 nm), the TP layer is 60 nm, and the laser fuence is 25 mJ cm−2. Scale bar is 500 μm. (c) Optical microscopy image of a 

microarray printed by TP-LIFT (TP thickness is 60 nm) on glass at 25 mJ cm−2. Scale bar is 50 μm. 

However, one of the main disadvantages of this technique 

is the use of femtosecond laser, which, at present, makes it a 

rather expensive alternative. 

13.2 LIFT in Science: Examples of Materials 
and Devices Transferred by LIFT 

Since the frst experiments of LIFT, this technique was suc-

cessfully applied for the transfer of various materials both in 

solid and in liquid phase as well as complex materials which 

were ultimately integrated into functional devices. Below we 

will show a few examples of some of the materials transferred 

by LIFT and several other variations of the technique and 

also a few examples of functional devices fabricated with this 

method. 

One of the most popular variations to LIFT is matrix-assisted 

pulsed laser evaporation – direct write (MAPLE-DW), a 

process similar to the matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation 

(MAPLE), which in turn is derived from the classical pulsed 

laser deposition (PLD) [42]. MAPLE is an organic thin flm 

deposition technique, where the material of interest, a biologi-

cal compound, or polymer is suspended into a solvent and the 

resulting solution is fash-frozen in liquid nitrogen in order to 

obtain a solid target [43]. This target is then irradiated with a 

laser beam, as in the case of PLD. MAPLE-DW has the advan-

tage of MAPLE; i.e., it can be applied to most soft materials, 

combined with the lateral resolution of LIFT. MAPLE-DW 

has been mostly used for the transfer of polymers and organic 

compounds, including also some devices, such as batteries and 

sensors [44]. 

More recently, a technique similar to MAPLE-DW has been 

reported, namely laser decal transfer (LDT), which has been 

used to transfer custom metallic nanoinks [45] aiming at appli-

cations such as microbridges and microcantilevers [46,47]. 

With LDT, mostly high-viscosity nanoparticle suspensions 
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(1000–100 000 cP) were used as inks for the fabrication of the 

donors, unlike most of the works by other groups [48], where 

the nanoinks used in laser transfers have viscosities lower 

than 100 cP. In addition, this technique has been successfully 

proven for the fabrication of three-dimensional stacked struc-

tures [49]. 

A frst example of successful solid material transfer with 

LIFT using a polymer intermediate layer, i.e. a triazene poly-

mer, is the fabrication of polystyrene microbeads (PS-μbeads) 

microarrays on Thermanox coverslips, which can ultimately be 

applied in biochip applications. TP layers of 100 nm were used 

to propel close-packed monolayers of PS-μbeads, which do not 

suffer any chemical decomposition during transfer [50,51]. In 

the same study, an investigation of the transfer dynamics is 

shown; i.e. the authors use shadowgraphy imaging to get an 

insight into the transfer mechanism following the laser pulse. 

A scheme of the set-up for time-resolved imaging experiments 

for LIFT is shown in Figure 13.5a, while in Figure 13.5b and c, 

two pictures taken for back-side ablation of a PS-μbeads pixel 

on top of a 100-nm-thick triazene polymer layer together with 

the corresponding optical microscopy images of the pixels 

transferred are shown. 

Another important feld of application for LIFT and its varia-

tions is printing of different inks and pastes for the printed elec-

tronics industry. LIFT comes as a direct competitor of inkjet 

printing, which despite being a leader in the feld, still presents 

some limitations mainly related to printing head clogging, 

resolution, and customized inks, just to name a few. Several 

studies have focused on the potential of LIFT for printing 

lines from different donor materials. One of the frst examples 

where the possibility of printing long lines from liquid-phase 

donor materials by varying the distance between successive 

droplets is presented in Ref. [52] (see Figure 13.6a–c). Other 

studies focused on demonstrating the successful printing of 

silver lines narrower than 20 μm, which have a resistivity lower 

than 20 μΩ cm [53,54]. 

More recently, a number of studies from the group of P. 

Delaporte [55,56] have been focused on printing silver lines by 

LIFT and also on the investigation of the dynamics of the pro-

cess in LIFT of silver inks. First, in Ref. [57], they showed the 

successful transfer by LIFT of conductive 20 μm-width silver 

lines at a velocity up to 4 m s−1 in three passes. Then, they dem-

onstrated that they could print a continuous line in a single-

step process by reaching velocities up to 17  m s−1. Moreover, 

they carried out fundamental studies on the laser transfer pro-

cess and found that below a minimum distance between two 

successive laser spots, it is not possible to print features with a 

high resolution, and in addition, high printing velocities do not 

allow the overlapping of the droplets and the single-step print-

ing of a continuous line. 

FIGURE 13.5 (a) Set-up for time-resolved imaging experiments for LIFT of solid donors. (b) Sequence of photographs taken for back-side ablation of 

a microbeads array on top of a 100 nm triazene polymer flm at 1.5 J cm−2 laser fuence. (c) Two microbead pixels printed by LIFT at 2 J cm−2 (left-hand 

side image) and 1 J cm−2 (right-hand side image) laser fuence. Scale bar is 200 μm. 
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FIGURE 13.6 Confocal microscopy images of (a) a water:glycerol (50% v/v) droplet printed by LIFT, (b) a uniform water:glycerol (50% v/v) line 

obtained by printing successive individual droplets, (c) optical microscopy image of uniform lines. Printing direction is from top to bottom, and scale 

bar is 100 μm. (d) Optical microscopy images of a SAW device coated by overlapping droplets (20% v/v OBP solution) printed by LIFT  at 700 mJ cm−2 

laser fuence. 

Further on, LIFT has been extensively used for the fabrica-

tion of sensors, and the following paragraphs briefy present 

few examples of the achievements. 

A surface acoustic wave e-nose has been fabricated by print-

ing different polymers, i.e. polyethylenimine, polyepichloro-

hydrin, polyisobutylene, hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose, and 

poly(styrene-co-maleic acid), partial isobutyl/methyl mixed 

ester on the interdigitated transducers of SAW devices. The 

functionality of the SAW e-nose was demonstrated by its abil-

ity to detect low concentrations of analytes (dichloromethane, 

dichloropentane, dimethyl methylphosphonate, ethyl acetate, 

and water) and also to discriminate between the tested ana-

lytes. The results obtained in Ref. [58,59] indicated that laser 

deposition of polymers onto SAW resonators is possible with-

out signifcant modifcations of their functionality and with a 

good reliability and reproducibility. 

Not only sensors in solid phase, but also biosensors may 

be fabricated by LIFT, as it has been shown by Touloupakis 

et al. [60] and Palla Papavlu et al. [61]. Touloupakis et al. 

have demonstrated the successful fabrication of electrochem-

ical-based biosensors for the detection of diuron and linuron 

herbicides. They used thylakoid proteins as active materials 

which were directly immobilized (taking advantage of the 

high pressures achieved during LIFT) onto the metal elec-

trodes of the biosensors, thus eliminating an addition func-

tionalization step. 

In Ref. [62] a SAW biosensor array composed of SAW 

devices coated by LIFT with different odorant-binding pro-

teins (OBPs) (see Figure 13.6d for an example of a SAW bio-

sensor printed with a solution containing OBPs) has been 

described. The biosensor system was tested in N2 atmosphere 

upon exposure to vapours of octenol (also called mushroom 

alcohol, is an enantiomer produced by several plants and 

fungi) and carvone (an enantiomer that smell like spearmint). 

A last example of successful material printing by LIFT aim-

ing at applications in the microelectronics feld is presented 

below. Most of the applications envisioned target the domain 

of organic electronics, specifcally the fabrication of OLEDs 

and organic thin flm transistors (OTFTs). Different materi-

als have been printed, e.g. organic semiconductors (CuPc, 

poly(3,3‴-didodecylquaterthiophene) (PQT-12), poly(3-

hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), distyryl-quaterthiophene 

(DS4T), bis(2-phenylthynyl) end-substituted terthiophene 

(diPhAc-3T), pentacene), and different metal nanoparticle 

inks or polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/  

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS) for the fabrication of 

the source and drain electrodes in OTFTs. Although OTFTs 

have been realized using other printing techniques, their laser 

printing has so far proven to be the only digital technique that 

works well with a wide range of materials. In our particular 

case, the OTFTs obtained by laser printing exhibited good 

electrical performances, with mobilities of few 0.01 cm2 V s−1 
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and Ion/Ioff of the order of 105. However, the laser printing pro-

cess can also come with some drawbacks, such as the induc-

tion of mechanical stress or the structural reorganization of  

the material. In this context, the LIFT technique can be par-

ticularly attractive for the printing of organic materials having 

high structural cohesion. 

The laser printing process has been successfully applied 

also for the fabrication of OLEDs, in particular polymer 

light-emitting diodes (PLEDs). Two main approaches have 

been considered to this end: (i) the single-step transfer of a 

solid multilayered stack [31,63] and (ii) the printing of an 

active organo-metallic material in liquid phase between two 

electrodes, as reported by the group of C. Arnold. In both of 

these instances, the use of a sacrifcial DRL has proven to be 

mandatory in order to avoid the thermal or photochemical 

degradation of the luminescent material. As such, red-green-

blue (RGB)  pixels of PLEDs have been successfully achieved 

through the single-step transfer of a multilayered structure, 

without the loss of device performance. The functional prop-

erties of the obtained PLEDs (e.g. luminance, effciency) are 

comparable to those of conventionally fabricated devices, 

while in the case of blue pixels, it was found to surpass them. 

For the electroluminescent devices printed in liquid phase, 

their testing in air revealed that the emission spectra, lumi-

nous effciencies, and lifetimes are similar to those of devices 

fabricated in nitrogen environment. Multi-colour lumino-

phore patterns with diameters down to 10 μm have also been 

printed with laser direct write, thus demonstrating the versa-

tility of the technique [56,64]. 

To conclude, laser printing has been successfully applied 

to obtain organic devices exhibiting similar, or even superior, 

performances as compared to those obtained through conven-

tional techniques. The technique allows for the downsizing of 

both pixel size and resolution. The simplicity of the procedure 

stems from its potential to transfer multilayer stacks of solid 

materials in a single step, without the need of subsequent ther-

mal treatments. On the other hand, solid-state laser printing 

can lead to the formation of debris on the receiver and is not 

always easy to integrate in current industrial manufacturing 

production chains for organic electronic devices. 

13.3 LIFT in Industry 

For the past decade, LIFT technology has contributed to the 

direct writing of various materials, from simple metals to 

complex oxides and liquid-phase materials like biological 

compounds and living cells. LIFT and its modifcations could 

be the technology that is used to create patterns with a feature 

size ranging from a few micrometres up to few millimetres 

which can ultimately be implemented into complex microscale 

structures. Unlike photolithography, LIFT doesn’t require to 

be combined with special optics or other fabrication processes, 

like etching, being therefore well suited for transfer to industry. 

Currently, in addition to the few patents that exist on LIFT, 

there are also a few companies which use LIFT and differ-

ent variations of LIFT, adapted to the specifc applications 

envisioned. 

In this section, we will present some of the patents that exist 

on LIFT together with a couple of examples where LIFT has 

taken the next step forward and made it to industry. 

The frst patent on a technique used to transfer inks with a 

laser beam, named laser thermal printing, was submitted in 

1993 [65]. The laser is absorbed in a heat-converting layer, and 

the ink is ejected due to the heat expansion. With this pro-

cess, digital printing of images with high resolution can be 

achieved. The process got further developed and patented such 

that transfers from donor ribbons can be achieved [66,67]. 

Kodak improved the process further getting the capability 

of a roll-to-roll printing process where four-colour printing 

is possible in consecutive production steps [68]. Aurentum 

GmbH, which was taken over by LPKF Laser and Electronics 

AG in March 2015, has worked on the development (and 

obtained a patent) of a laser-based method for digital printing 

of viscous pastes [69–71]. 

Furthermore, Daetwyler Graphics AG from Switzerland 

has built a LIFT prototype for writing inks onto different sub-

strates with a CW pulse-modulated laser working at 1070 nm 

wavelength [72]. The main idea is to develop a cheap alterna-

tive for small-scale rotogravure, i.e. for the production of indi-

vidual packaging. They can achieve a printing speed of 5 m s−1 

on for 1.2-m-wide foils. The operating principle of the LIFT 

prototype is based on a laser beam which passes through a 

transparent substrate and heats up the ink. The solvent vapor-

izes and the ink is transferred onto a substrate in proximity. In 

case of transparent inks, the donor substrate is coated with an 

absorbing layer. The laser light passes through the ink from 

the front and is absorbed in the layer below on the printing 

cylinder. The energy of the light is converted to heat and the 

solvent in the ink on top of it is vaporized leading to an ejec-

tion and a transfer. 

Based on the same patents, the German company BASF 

has developed LTP technology [73] to write electrical connec-

tions on solar cells by using metal inks. In LTP, the transparent 

donor, named belt, is coated with the ink in a continuous pro-

cess using an inking station. The substrate and the guide roll 

substrate are moved parallel with respect to the laser beam. 

The donor is moved circularly, and therefore, the unused ink 

can be recycled as the ink station controls the viscosity of the 

ink and can replace evaporated solvent if necessary. 

This process already fulfls the main requirements for the 

commercial market as it has a similar speed to screen print-

ing and it is contact-free, digital, and can achieve a line width 

of ≤60 μm. The ink contains silver or aluminium powders 

which are already well established in photovoltaic industry, 

and the printing process is capable with continuous wafer 

transportation. 

Another process similar to LIFT, named LITI (laser-induced 

thermal imaging), has been patented by Samsung, and it is used 

for OLED fabrication [74]. In LITI, a light-to-heat conversion 

layer is used, which absorbs the infrared light, thus heating 

up the exposed area. This leads in turn to the delamination 

of the material from the donor which is pressed towards the 

close-contact receiver substrate. The three different colours for 

an OLED display are sub-sequentially transferred [75,76]. To 

overcome the possible damage of the OLEDs due to the sepa-

ration of the donor and receiver – e.g. device degradation and 
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the release of gases (e.g. O2, H2O etc.) from a polyimide flm 

donor – Sony has developed an improved version named laser-

induced pattern-wise sublimation (LIPS) [77,78]. In their pro-

cess, the polymer foil is replaced with a rigid glass substrate, 

which is easier to align and use. The glass substrate is trans-

ferred into vacuum, and the deposition of different layers (hole 

injection layer, hole transport layer, and bottom electrodes) can 

be carried out by conventional evaporation. The donor sub-

strate holding the emission layer is placed on top of it holding 

a small gap. Special clamping equipment holds up the gap in 

atmospheric pressure where the laser transfer takes place. The 

patterning of the individual pixel is carried out separately for 

each emission layer by the process. Other common layers such 

as an electron transport layer and a top electrode are formed 

on the patterned substrate after removing the donor glass in 

inert gas. In contrast to LITI, polymer transfer by LIPS is not 

possible. 

13.4 Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this chapter, we have reviewed the state of the art and appli-

cations of laser-based direct write techniques, in particular 

LIFT. LIFT, although a relatively new technology, as com-

pared to conventional microfabrication techniques, such as 

lithography, has contributed to the advancement in the direct 

printing and patterning industry as well as the success of com-

mercial ink printed for the graphics industry. 

For the past 10 years, LIFT has come a long way, from 

printing different materials, from solids to liquids and cus-

tomized inks, to their integration into devices, e.g. OLEDs, 

OTFTs, DNA and protein microarrays, and sensor devices. 

Modifcations to LIFT have been extensively developed for 

specifc applications: blister actuated LIFT for a wide range 

of bioapplications, LIFT with a metallic interlayer for bioelec-

tronics, biosensors, and gas sensors, reactive LIFT for func-

tional metal oxide semiconductor gas sensors. However, the 

amount of real sensors printed to this point is still low, and 

printing sensors is a time-consuming task and improvements 

of the process are absolutely essential. 

Among them, triazene polymers have sturdily emerged as it 

is able to circumvent the issues in conventional LIFT technol-

ogy, thereby allowing a high-throughput and high-resolution 

method with a relatively low cost. This emerging discipline 

provides alternative routes to overcome current technical bar-

riers in many areas, including electronics, medicine, elec-

tromechanical systems, and biosensors. Such a dramatic 

advancement in science and technology is leading to tech-

nology revolutions in a broad range from the next-generation 

electronic devices to healthcare systems, from cosmetics to 

textiles, and from agriculture to high-tech businesses. 

Up to this point only small amounts of sensors could be 

printed and the sensors have to be placed individually onto 

supporting substrates. The sensor microstructures are pro-

duced in wafer scale, and it would be desirable to coat the 

sensors directly on the wafer. Thus, large amounts of samples 

could be produced leading to a reduced amount of handling. 

This would in turn reduce the production time as well as the 

failures due to handling errors. 

Moving towards large-scale production a set-up only for 

LIFT printing of sensors needs to be built. Printing under  

better controllable conditions is then possible, and faster 

production can be achieved with improved equipment and 

without the time required for set-up changes. Ideas about 

such a prototype were developed within the European 

e-LIFT project, and possible costs are in the range of 800 

000 Euro. 
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